
IOK General Notes. Version 0.02
Information borrowed from an old book, an instructional video and my instructor.

Shoheiryu -
SHO - to shine brightly (Also “new”).
HEI - fairness, equality, peace (Also “old”).
Also Uechi-Ryu (Style or Way), formerly Pangaynoon (hard & soft).

Vocabulary:
4bonnukite (nukite) - spearhand with fingers, often to soft areas.
empi - elbow
hajiki uke (literally to “receive” as in a block) hiraken zuki(strike) - high
block, straight punch, side block, staight punch.
Hidari (Left) ashimae (forward) - left leg forward stance.
Hiji (elbow) zuki (strike) - block, front elbow, side elbow, rear elbow strike.
Hiraken (flat) - half closed fist supported by thumb.
hittsui - knee
hojyoundou - drill work.(the 2nd set of exercises).
jiyu kumite (sparring) - free style sparring
kakato - heel
kakushiken - downward crane like strike seen in sanseiryu
keri (or geri) - foot strike (kick)
keri waza - foot striking techniques (leg movements)
kihon kumite (sparring) - fundatmental sparring
kime - focus
koi (chinese carp… as in a restaurant tank) no shippo uchi…(Uke meaning
receive or block) tateuchi - blocks up, down, out and in.
koi (Chinese carp) no shippo uchi…(Uke meaning receive or block) yokouchi -
blocks side (fishtail).
koken - groin strike in seichin
koshi - ball of foot
kotekasikitae – (Kotikitai) arm and leg conditioning.
Mawashi (round / turning) zuki (strike) - slightly hooking punch.
Migi (Right) ashimae (forward) - right leg forward stance (southpaw).
rei - bow
sanchin gami - sanchin stepping exercise with weighted pots.
seiken - regular fist strike.
Seiken zuki (strike) - block, seiken, block, seiken.
Shomen (front) geri (kick) - front kick
shouken - strike with first finger half extened supported by thumb, often used
to strike solar plexes.
Shoumen (forward) hajiki (fan strike???) - stepping with block and eye strike
exercise.
Shutou uchi (receive / block) –ura uchi (strike) -shoken zuki (strike) - block
into chopping hand stike (shutou), backfist (uraken uchi), shouken.
sokusen - kick with toe.
Sokuto (side) - edge of foot
Sokutou (side) geri - side kick with blade of foot.
Tenshin kousoku geri - stepping with block and rear kick exercise.



Tenshin shoken zuki - stepping with block and shouken exercise.
Tenshin zensoku geri - stepping with block and front kick exercise.
tettsui - bottom fist
tsuki - thrust
uchi - strike
uke - block
urakenuchi - backfist.
Waza (movements or motions) - technique
yakusoku kumite - prearranged sparring

Kata:
sanchin
kanshiwa
kansyu
seichin
seisan (needed for black belt)
seiryu
kanchin
sanseiryu
ryuko


